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Introduction

Data Analysis

The aim of this project is to monitor the real time parameters of the

Various types of sensor data are sent to Adafruit IO which can be used

different floors inside Davis Hall. Temperature, pressure, luminosity

to create models of certain building properties

and PIR sensors are integrated into WiFi enabled mcu’s (ESP32 and
Arduino MKR). After parameter sensing, the data is sent to Adafruit IO
(AIO) using MQTT protocol. IFTTT integration is then done with the
cloud to get different notifications.

Conclusion
● The smart monitoring of Davis Hall can be done with an array of
sensors and microcontrollers which are connected to the cloud
● The combination of interconnected ESP32s and an Arduino MKR

● Motion data can be used to determine active hours for each floor

reduces the number of devices on the network which increases

● Luminosity readings can be used to show how bright the floors

bandwidth and stability

get at various times of the day

● The sensor data that is sent from the microcontrollers is

● Temperature and humidity readings can be be used to control the

centralized in Adafruit IO which is used to both store the data and

climate of the floors to keep students comfortable

display it in a user-friendly dashboard

Methods

● IFTTT is used to perform automations based on specific sensor

Use ESP32s and the Arduino MKR to collect temperature, pressure,
luminosity, and motion data at various points in Davis Hall. The data

IFTTT integration with AIO

data

will be uploaded to the cloud via Adafruit IO which will be used to show
the various data collected

This system fulfills four aspects of IoT design:
Fluctuating lux
values showing
luminosity under
varying light
conditions

DATA COLLECTION
● ESP32s communicate with other ESP32s via ESP-NOW
network which minimizes devices connected to the network

● Use IFTTT to create automations

data to the cloud

● We can create an automation where if motion sensor data is sent

● Arduino MKRs send sensor data straight to the cloud

● Data acquisition: Reading sensor data
● Data stream: MQTT is used to send data to Adafruit IO from the
microcontrollers
● Data storage: Sensor data is stored in feeds in Adafruit IO
● Data analytics: IFTTT is used to perform automations based on
sensor data

to the feed, then an email is sent to the administrator or another

DATA AGGREGATION

person like in Figure F

● Adafruit IO contains multiple feeds which correspond to sensor

● Another example of this would be using IFTTT to turn on or off a

data at different floors of Davis Hall

smart plug connected to a humidifier based on the humidity

● Each devices sends data to a specific feed based on its location

The floor readings for Davis Hall will be conducted soon and will be
displayed in the final report.

reading of the floor.

● Adafruit IO has a dashboard which can display feed values

Temperature
Sensor

● Sensor data is sent to and stored in Adafruit IO, but we want
certain actions to take place based on new sensor data

● Each ESP32 “node” sends data to an ESP32 “hub” which sends

ESP32

IFTTT

Published data represented by “gauges” in AIO

Arduino
MKR
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PIR sensor (binary) indicating motion near the monitoring system
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